SPlit pin anmimation
Resources
Camera
Tripod
A3 White or Black Paper
Blu-Tac
Pictures of character to cut out or on file
Split-pins
Printer or colour photocopier.
Photo paper
Tape
Scissors
Craft knife + cutting board

Part 1: Making the Character
When creating media for an animation it is important that the character/object fits into a specified
ratio. This will maximise the animation effect. Project ratios are as follows:
Phenakistascope
Flip Book		
Praxinascope		

6 OR 12 Images
10 OR 30 Images
4 OR 8 Images		

3 : 4		
7.5 : 5.5		
3 : 2		

Portrait
Landscape
Portrait

1. Photocopy the character’s individual body parts. Make sure they character or object fits into the
ratio; Width and Height, for the specific project as written above.
2. Cut them out and put in a split pin at each of the joints. The more joints there are, the more
movement positions to character will be able to do. Use a compas to put holes into the character
first before pushing the split-pin in.

3. Set up the tripod extending the 3 legs to an appropriate hight to view the character.
4. Set the camera up on the tripod on a low table or on the floor in NATURAL LIGHT next to a window or outside in a shaded area.
5. Position the camera so the lens is looking directly downwards as much as possible.
6. Place the A3 Paper on the table between the legs of the tripod.

7. Turn on the camera and look at the position of the character on the A3 Paper through the camera display and make sure no edges are showing. You may need to adjust the tripod to do this.
8. Once in position, Blu-Tac the Tripod legs and A3 Paper into position. It is CRITICAL that neither
of these move while photographing the Split-pin Character.
9. Blu-Tac its main body-part into position. DON’T Blu-Tac down the moving parts.

10. Set the camera to AUTO MODE with the FLASH TURNED OFF.
11. ZOOM into the image a little if need but not too much to allow for CROPPING in PHOTOSHOP later.
12. Take the first photo and play it back to check the Character’s focus and position and adjust tripod &/
OR camera if necessary.
13. Take a photo then move the body parts making sure the camera, tripod, A3 Paper and the Character/
object’s main body part stay in EXACTLY the same position!
14. Continue this process until you have completed the required amount of images for the project
chosen:
Phenakistascope
6 OR 12 Images		
Flip Book		
10 OR 30 Images		
Praxinascope		
4 OR 8 Images		
15. Playback the images quickly and check they follow each other smoothly with minimum jumping
around. If the series is jumping around a lot then the sequence will have to be re-shot.

16. Upload the images and save them into a FOLDER on a USB memory stick or Computer Hard Drive.
Delete any images that are a mistake.
17. It is often a good idea to edit the images a little in Photoshop to give them the best colour and contrast though this is not essential.
18. The images should now be ready to create your animation project!
HINT: Put dark images on a white background and light images on a black background.

